Resource Name
IXL Math
iReady
Zearn
Khan Academy
Read Works
iReady
Newsela
Read Theory
BrainPop
Dr. Binocs
NewsELA
BrainPOP
NewsELA
History | DK Find Out!
A Kid Explains History
GoNoodle
Common Sense Education
Flocabulary
Emotional ABCs
HiHo Kids
PBS Learning Media
Smiling Mind

Resource Link
https://www.ixl.com/math/
https://login.i-ready.com/
www.Zearn.org
https://www.khanacademy.org/
www.readworks.org
https://login.i-ready.com/
www.newsela.com
https://readtheory.org/
www.brainpop.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxlJ45
https://newsela.com/
https://www.brainpop.com/
https://newsela.com/
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/history/
A Kid Explains History YouTube Channel
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/to
https://www.flocabulary.com/topics/socialhttps://www.emotionalabcs.com/
HiHo Kids

Description
Gain fluency and confidence in math! IXL
i-Ready is an interactive online learning
Offers hands-on instruction and immersive
Khan Academy offers practice exercises,
ReadWorks is an online resource of reading
-Ready Learning is a collection of rigorous
Key literacy skills cannot be taught with just
Read Theory offers online reading activities
BrainPOP is engaging learning games,
Explains simple facts and complicated
Newsela takes authentic content from the
BrainPOP is engaging learning games,
Newsela takes authentic content from the
DK Find Out! is an interactive website that
History is a big subject, full of facts, dates and
GoNoodle® engages 14 million kids every
This collection of top-notch apps and games
Flocabulary is a learning program for all

Focus
Focus on multi-digit addition, multi-digit
Focus on fractions, decimals, and geometry.
Focus on any of the concepts listed above.
Focus on reading articles and answering the
Scholars can continue using their iReady
Focus on 4th grade level articles

Focus on magnetism, force, friction, layers of
Focus on magnetism, force, friction, layers of
Find articles related to the concepts studied
Focus on watching social studies specific
Focus on reading social studies specific
Focus on reading social studies specific
Focus on watching as many videos as possible
Focus on the SEL and Mindfulness category
Try out the different resources provided on
Lots of content, focus on non-academic
Focus on engaging with social emotonal
HiHo Kids is a YouTube channel that
Focus on watching videos that teach about
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/s
This collection of videos and activities
Focus on concepts such as empathy and
ummer-social-emotional-learning/
APP
Mobile app that aims to teach “mindfulness” Its focus is mainly on self-improvement and

Notes
10 free questions/day
Login through Clever.
Login through personal Username and
Free resource. Must create login through their
Free account, just need to make an account

Login through clever
Find the show through YouTube. Search Dr.
Scholars will need their Google account to
Scholars will need their Clever log in to access
Scholars will need their Google account to

Scholars will need their Clever log in to access
Most resources are free but some you may
Family sign up is completely free. Families
Free/ Resources available in multiple
Free/Available as an app/Requires a log in

